
Who does BF work with / provide opportunities for?

Beyond Face works with black and global majority
people based in the South West of England.

What does Beyond Face have to offer artists?

There are several ways artists can engage and
develop with us.

If you have early work or ideas that you would like to
test out in front of an audience, you can apply to be
part of our scratch nights! These happen across the
South-West. You can also benefit from 4 hours of pre
or post show support, in the form of mentoring,
dramaturgical feedback and/or any other support we
can offer in that time on funding, branding etc.
If you are interested in developing as a writer, you can
join We are Here to Write, our writers group. 

The group meets fortnightly and is a mixture of
masterclasses, creative led sessions and peer-to-peer
support and feedback. There are plenty of
opportunities to write and to share the work you've
written.

If you are looking for training and development in
theatre-making, including workshop facilitation,
devising, producing and networking, the Beyond
Ensemble could be for you. The group will meet for
regular sessions.

To find out more about all the above opportunities,
get in touch!
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Do you offer support for writers?

Yes! We run a writers group for global majority writers
that meets fortnightly on Wednesday evenings mostly
online but sometimes in person. It is a supportive
community designed to develop both your writing
and you as a writer. There are masterclasses with
industry professionals, creatives sessions led by the
Beyond Face team as well as peer-to-peer sessions to
share your work with the group. There are also
opportunities to see your work directed, rehearsed
and performed as part of an evening of rehearsed
readings. We also will soon have a script reading
window providing feedback on your play scripts

I want to learn more about theatre-making outside of a
degree/ educational setting. Do you have anything for
me?

Yes! The Beyond Ensemble is a group of like-minded
people looking to gain/develop new skills in a range
of industry skills including devising, producing,
workshop facilitation. The group will meet regularly
for workshop sessions and work together on creating
a theatre production.

Where are Beyond Face based?

We are a South West England based company and
we work on projects throughout the region from
Cornwall all the way up to Gloucester!


